Abstract. An infinite Boolean algebra (BA) is said to be hopfian if every onto endomorphism is one-to-one. It is shown that there are no countably infinite hopfian BA's. An atomic hopfian BA of power continuum is constructed.
We restrict our attention to infinite Boolean algebras 21 = (A, +, -, -, 0, 1), and use End 31 for the endomorphism semigroup of 2Í, At(2I) for the set of atoms of 31, and Sg(T) for the subalgebra of 31 generated by TEA.
^?(u) denotes the power set of to and (S.(o¡), the field of finitecofinite subsets of co. We use MA(«) to denote Martin's axiom: If 9 is a partial ordering satisfying the countable antichain condition, and if W is a collection of dense open subsets of ty with 1^1 < k, then there is an ^-generic filter on <3>. (See AK of Martin and Solovay [2] .) Recall that MA^ is a theorem in ZFC. Theorem 1. Let 21 be a BA of power k < 2"° with infinitely many atoms and assume MA(k) holds. Then there is 33 E 31 such that 93 ss g(co) and there is an isomorphism + : End 33 -» End 31 such that, for h E End 53, h is one-to-one (onto) iff h+ is one-to-one (onto, respectively).
The following lemma, which is (1) of Theorem 3.6 of McKenzie and Monk [3] , is proved using MA(k). Proof. By Theorem 1, it suffices to note that E(w) is not hopfian. In fact, it is well known that any finite-to-one map /: w -> w (i.e., t~'({/}) is finite for all i G w) induces an endomorphism / of 6(w) via t(s) = {i\t(i) G s}. It is easy to check that / is one-to-one (onto) iff / is onto (one-to-one). An appropriate choice of t finishes the proof. □ Corollary 4. There are no countable hopfian Boolean algebras.
Proof. Let 21 be countably infinite. By Theorem 3, we may assume that 2Í has only finitely many atoms with sum s. So 2l = 2lr/iX2lf,-s where 21C -s is isomorphic to the countable atomless BA g. Let {/":«£ w) be the independent generators of g. Then «, defined by hx(i0) = «(/',) = i0 and hx(in+x) = i" for n > 0 can be extended to an endomorphism « of g which is onto but not one-to-one. When "attached" to the identity on 21 { s, h clearly demonstrates that 21 is not hopfian. □ There is a nice translation of some of the above into topological terms, as was pointed out by the referee. In this paragraph, consider only BA's with infinitely many atoms. For such an algebra 21, let A be its Stone space. The conclusion of Lemma 2 is easily seen to be equivalent to the following property denoted by (*): There is a countably infinite subset D of A of isolated points such that the closure D of D in A has \D -D\ = 1. Every superatomic BA (every subalgebra is atomic) and every BA with an ordered base satisfies (*). In particular, every countable BA satisfies (*). Obviously, if 2t satisfies (*), then 21 is not hopfian. For if D = [dn: n £ w), define /: X -» X by f(dn) = dn+, and fix) = x for x G X ~ D. Then / is continuous, one-to-one, and not onto.
The results above also hold for BA's which might be called dual hopfian; i.e. every one-to-one endomorphism is onto. The proofs require little modification.
In Theorem 3, the requirement that 21 have infinitely many atoms is necessary when 2Í is uncountable, since there are atomless (in fact, rigid) hopfian BA's in every uncountable cardinality. (See Loats and Rubin [1] .) Also, note that Corollary 4 and the results in [1] yield a complete description of the cardinalities in which atomless hopfian BA's can occur.
We now turn to the construction of an atomic hopfian BA of power 2*°.
Lemma 5. Let {dn\n E u} be a family of pairwise disjoint nonempty subsets of co satisfying (V): If \dn\ -\, for all n E co, then there is an infinite set S E co such that n E S iff dn ¥= {«}. Then there is an infinite M E co such that M n U dn = 0. /¡EM Proof. Case 1. |c/J = 1 for all n E co. Obvious.
Case 2. There is n0 with |rf | > 1. By induction, choose nx E dna~ {n0}, and for k > 1, choose nk+x E dnk such that nk+x ¥=nx if nk = n0. By straightforward induction on j one shows that 1 < i <j implies n¡ ¥= n*. Let M = {»2/|0 * i G co}. □ Theorem 6. There is an atomic hopfian BA 21 E "ÍP (co) of power 2"° such that |Aut 2I| = «".
Proof. For each a < 2"°, let (d": n E co> be a sequence of pairwise disjoint nonempty subsets of co satisfying (V) of Lemma 5. Furthermore, assume that every infinite partition of co and each of its permutations appear 2"° times in the sequence «c/": n E «>: a < 2"0>.
Let 2l" = S(co) and set BQ = 0. We shall define 2Ia, Ba for each a < 2"» so that \Aa\, \Ba\<\a\+«0 and Aa n Ba = 0.
For a limit ordinal X < 2"°, set 2tA = IJ K and Bx = IJ *"• Let a < 2"°. In order to define 2la+1 and Ba+X, consider (</": n E u). For convenience, we suppress the index a. If (dn: n E co) fZ Aa, then set 3ia+1 = 2ta and Ba+X = Ba. So assume that {d": n E co} E Aa. By Lemma 5, there is an infinite M E u such that M n U"gM c/n = 0. Set A,= f U dn\SEM).
For each T G Da, set /"(T) = {n|i/" Ç T). Notice T n fa(T) = 0 for all T E Da. We shall show:
(1) There is / E Da ~ Aa such that Sg(Aau{J))n(Bau{fa(J)}) = 0-For if (1) By induction, we choose a family (dn: « £ w) of pairwise disjoint nonempty subsets of w so that h(d") = {«} for all «. In case « is not one-to-one, it is clear that we may insure that at least one dn has two or more elements. It remains to check that <</": « £ w) satisfies (V): By our choice above, if |</"| = 1 for all «, then « is an automorphism. By condition (b), there must exist an infinite S G w such that « £ S iff dn ^ {«}, as desired.
Since c/(2"°) > H0, there is a < 2"° such that (dn: « E w> = <</"«: « £ w) G Aa.
At stage a (see (1)), we put a J G Da into Aa+X so that fa(J) £ /I. But
